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Abstract: There was analysed the effect of different genes' presence, in homo- or

heterozygote state, on the ultrastructural features of different organs (leaves, petals
and style) in Lycopersicon esculentum Mill, genotypes. Were considered the

following genes and organs: 7/77-2 and ny genes, linked with ah and pum genes for

the leaf features; ms-15 and ps genes, together with a and ini gene for the leaf and

petals features; di, si and vg genes for the leaf and style features.
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Introduction

The structural features of different organs are dependent on their genetic

structure, as well as on environmental factors. In different papers was point out the

effect of the genetic status of some gene on the structural features (Comeanu,
Crăciun et al. 1978-1998). Also, the chloroplast or nucleus ultrastructure in

tomatoes is dependent on the genotype constitution (Comeanu et al. 1997, 1998).

In this paper is presented the effect of some genes on the ultrastructural features

of leaves, petals and style.

Material and methods

The investigations were performed on 6 tomato genotypes with a different

genetic constitution (homo- and heterozygote) for 11 genes' places on different

chromosomes.

The line Poli A, with the genes in homozygote state (Tm-2 ny pum ah I Tm-2 ny

pum ah), presents tiny plants, with few branches, and a total lack of vigour and

fertility. Leaves of small size and tiny folioles, present a greenish colour (Poli,

Cristea 1971). The presence of the same genes in a heterozygote state (Tm-2 ny

pum ah I ++++), determine a normal development of the plants. Were established

the leaves features. The features of these genes are following; Tm-2 (Tobacco

mosaic-2 - resistant to many strains of TMV) placed together the ny gene (netted

virescent - leaves fimbriate margined, pale interveinal chlorosis) in the same

chromosome and locus (9L, 22), the two genes being linked with the ah gene
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(Hoffman's anthocyaninless - completely anthocyaninless) and pum gene (pumila -

plants tiny, damty with few branches) placed on 9L chromosome in locus 24.

The recessive homozygote state for the di, si and vg genes, was met in a

descent of a Money d'Or plant, which presents a male sterility having a secondary

calyx instead of corolla, and carpels instead of stamina. The heterozygote plants

(di si vg /+++), present normal features and a segregation in descent (Corneanu et

al. 1992). Were established the features of the leaves and style. These three

genes are strong linked, being placed in the same chromosome and locus (4L, 89)
and present the following features: di gene (divergens - stems slender, streaked

whitish), si gene (stamenless - stamens usually lacking) and vg gene (vegetative -

flowers highly deformed, usually functionless).

A homozygote genotype for the a, ini, ms-15 and ps genes (a ini ms-15ps/a ini

ms-15 ps), is characterised through plants completely anthocyaninless, with light

green leaves and large trichomes of shaft shape lacking. Under influence of the

ms-15 and ps genes, these plants are male sterile, with some anomalies of the

flowers: corolla not unfurled and indéhiscent anthers (Corneanu et al. 1992). The

heterozygote line for these genes (a ini ms-15 ps / ++++), presents fertile plants,

with a high size and normal features. There were established the features of the

leaves and petals. The implicated genes, present the followed features: ms-15

gene (male sterile-15) placed on 2L chromosome in locus 62, strong linked with ps

gene (positional sterile - corolla not unfurled, indéhiscent anthers) placed on some

chromosome (2L) in locus 61, while the a gene (anthocyaninless - completely

anthocyaninless), strong linked with ini gene (iniqueta - leaves little green, large

trichome shafts lacking) and are placed together on 11L chromosome in locus 68.

Pieces of about 1 mm
3

, harvested from mature plants (at flowering), were pre-

fixed in a 3.5% glutaraldehyde solution (1 1/2 h), post-fixed in 2% osmic acid

solution (3 h), infiltrated and embebbed in vestopal W. Serriated sections of about

80 - 90 nm thickness were contrasted with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and

analysed at a TESLA BS-613 or TESLA BS-500 TEM ("Babeş-Bolyai" University

from Cluj-Napoca).

Results and discussion

THE LEAF ULTRASTRUCTURE. The recorded differences in the leaf

ultrastructure at the six analysed genotypes are dependent on their genetic
constitution (the implicated genes), the analysed cell organelles, as well as on the

presence of these genes in a homo- or heterozygote state.

In the heterozygote line Tm-2 ny ah pum / ++++, was recorded the best

uitrastructural features for the palisade parenchyma leaves, inclusively for the

organelles' ultrastructure. In nucleus is a structure of NAB's type (Figs. 1, 2). This

is due probably at the presence of the Tm-2 gene, which determines a resistance

at viral infection with TMV.

In the homozygote line Tm-2 ny ah pum I Tm-2 ny ah pum, were recorded the

greatest alterations in the leaf structure and chloroplast ultrastructure, in

comparison with other genotypes. Probably the presence together of the ny, ah

and pum genes in a homozygote state, induced a particular structure of the

chloroplast (Fig. 3). Nucleus presents a normal structure, without NAB's corpuscle

near nucleolus (Fig. 4).
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- Leaf ultrastructure in a hetero- (Figs. 1, 2) and homozygote line (Figs. 3,

4) for the Tm-s, ny, ah and pum genes. Fig. 1 Normal ultrastructure chloroplast in

the heterozygote line. 10,000x. Fig. 2 Nucleus with a corpuscle of NAB's type near

nucleolus (double arrow). 8,600x. Fig. 3 A chloroplast with a particular shape in the

homozygote line. 30,000x. Fig. 4 Nucleus ultrastructure in the homozygote line.

15,560x.

Plate 1
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- Leaf ultrastructure under action of different genes. Fig. 5 Chloroplast
ultrastructure in the a ini ms-15 ps/ ++++ line. 19,020 x. Fig. 6 Nucleus and

chloroplast ultrastructure in the a ini ms-15 ps/a ini ms- 15 ps line. B,Boox. Fig. 7

Chloroplast structure, without starch grains in the di si vg/+++ line. 2,230x. Fig. 8

Chloroplast with a starch grain, mitochondria with crista dilated and vacuole with

viruses in the di si vg/di si vg line. 8,670x.

Plate 2
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Petals' ultrastructure in a hetero- {Figs. 9-11), and homozygote line (Fig.
12) for the ms-15, ps, a and ini genes. Fig. 9 Peroxysome and chromoplast with

thylakoidal system in a parenchyma cell. 14,240x. Fig. 10 Nucleus ultrastructure

and anthocyan granules in an epidermic cell. 9,200x. Fig. 11 Chromoplast
ultrastructure in a parenchyma cell. 21,500x. Fig. 12 Cells poor in cytoplasm and

organelles in the homozygote line. 2,480x.

Plate 3
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Style ultrastructure in a hetero- (Figs. 13, 14) and homozygote line (Figs.

15, 16) for the of/, si and vg genes. Fig. 13 Cells from the 4-zone, rich in cytoplasm,

with agranal plastids, some with starch grains. 10,940x. Fig. 14 Cells from

medullar zone, with cells and spaces full with a liquid matter. 5,160x. Fig. 15 Cells

from the 4-zone, with peroxisomes, agranal plastids without starch grains. 7,700x.

Fig. 16 Cells from the medullar zone, with torn walls and cellular content eliminate

outer. 2,750x.

Plate 4.
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In the heterozygote line a ini ms-15 ps I ++++, the nucleus, chloroplast and

mitochondria present a normal ultrastructure (Fig. 5), while in the homozygote line

a ini ms-15 ps I a ini ms-15 ps, was recorded the greatest alteration in the nucleus

ultrastructure. The nucleus is vacuolarised and the NAB's corpuscle is in a strong

relation with nucleolus (Fig. 6). The mature chloroplast usually of a cup shape,

presents a low synthetic activity, with very rarely plastoglobuls and without starch

grains (Fig. 6).

In the heterozygote line di si vg / +++, in chloroplast the starch grains are not

present (Fig. 7), while in the homozygote line di si vg / di si vg, as a result of an

intense metabolic activity, in chloroplasts are present starch grains, especially in

lacuna parenchyma (Fig. 8). Mitochondria present dilated crista and vacuole is full

of viruses (Fig. 8). Also, there was recorded a fungal infection, especially on upper

epidermis.

THE PETALS ULTRASTRUCTURE. The petals' ultrastructure was established in

the two lines with a different zygote degree for the ms-15, ps, a and ini genes. In

the homozygote line are present severe anomalies of the flowers and fertility. The

homozygote gene ps/ps determines anomalies of the flowers (corolla not unfurled

and indéhiscent anthers); a/a gene determines anthocyaninless in the plants and

the ms-15 / ms-15 gene induces male sterility (Rick 1984). These features are

remarked at the ultrastructural features of the petals.

In the heterozygote line for these genes (ms-15 ps a ini / ++++), the

peroxisomes are very well represented (as number and size) in the epidermic and

parenchyma cells (Fig. 9). Also, the anthocyan granules of different size are in a

great quantity in the vacuoles from the epidermic cells, as well as in the

parenchymatic cells (Fig. 10).

The chromoplasts size and granal system organization in the heterozygote line

(Fig. 11) are better in comparison with the homozygote line (Fig. 12). As a

consequence of the enhanced of the metabolic activity in the heterozygote line, in

nucleus, near nucleolus is present a corpuscle of NAB's type.

In the homozygote line, the cells from the petal epidermis are poor in cytoplasm

and organelles. As a consequence of the presence of a gene in homozygote state,

in vacuole is a very low content of anthocyan. Also, the peroxisomes are absent

from the epidermic cells and are very small and very rarely in parenchyma cells

(Fig. 12).

THE STYLE ULTRASTRUCTURE. The ultrastructural features of the style were

established in two genotypes with a different zygote degree for di, si and vg

genes. These genes are situated on 4L chromosome in 89 locus, the si

(stamenless) and vg (vegetative) affecting the style ultrastructure. The homozygote

line is without stamina due the action of the si gene. Also, the homozygote line

presents a reduced degree of fertility in an artificial pollination with pollen from a

heterozygote line.

In different species, the absence of fecundation process can have different

causes, the androsterility process, the incompatibility at fecundation determined

genetics and/or morphological, the alteration of style structure and of pollinic tube,

a/o.

There was analysed the ultrastructural features of the style in the two

genotypes, to establish the causes of this reduced fertility. On cross section, the
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style structure is formed by 6 cellular regions, in the two analysed genotypes. In

the heterozygote line, the first zone is formed from 3 (2) layers of epidermic cell.

The second zone, is an subepidermal region formed by 2-3 layers of cells with a

rich cytoplasm. The 3-rd zone is represented by conducting vessels, libero-

ligneous. The 4-th zone is formed of some cells' layers, having a lax aspect. The

cells are rich in cytoplasm, having agranal plastids with starch grains (Fig. 13). The

5-th zone is formed from 10-15 elongated cells' layers, with sclerified walls, having
a resistance role. The 6-th zone is a medullar zone situated in the middle of the

style. It is formed from rarely cells of irregulated shape without sclerified walls and

libber spaces full with a liquid matter (Fig. 14), These features permit the polinic

tube promotion.

In the homozygote line were recorded some ultrastructural differences that are

responsable for the absence of fertility, or a very little fertility at an artificial

pollination with pollen from the heterozygote line. In the plastids the starch grains

are absent, but in almost all cells are present peroxysomes, from the subepidermal

cells until the middle of the style (Fig. 15). The cells from the 5-th zone, did not

present the sclerified walls. The cells situated near the conducting vessels, as well

as the cells from the middle of the style, present severe alterations, they having
thin walls that frequently are torn. The cell content is eliminate and accumulate in

the middle of the style (Fig. 16). Also, the nucleus and nucleolus from these cells

present an alterated structure, this process being pronounced towards the middle

of the style. These structural and ultrastructural alterations of the style, impede the

promotion of the pollinic tube.

The analysis of the ultrastructural features of the style, point out as the lack of

the fecundation process at the di si vg /di si vg line is due to the alteration of the

style ultrastructure having as a result the impossibility of style forming. As a cause

of the style alteration, can be responsible the vg gene, or other genes (strong

linked genes, position effect of the genes, transposable elements, a/o).

Conclusions

Between the six tomato genotypes were recorded differences in the leaf

ultrastructure, depending on the genetic constitution and hetero- or homozygote
state. The best ultrastructural features for the leaf was recorded in the

heterozygote line Tm-2 ny ah pum / ++++, probably due to presence of the Tm-2

gene, which determines a resistance to viral infection.

In the homozygote line Tm-2 ny ah pum I Tm-2 ny ah pum, there were recorded

the greatest alterations in the leaf structure and chloroplast ultrastructure, in

comparison with other genotypes. Probably the presence together of the ny, ah

and pum genes in a homozygote state, induced great and particular alterations in

the chloroplast structure.

The most severe alterations of the nucleus were recorded in the homozygote
line a ini ms-15 ps / a ini ms-15 ps. The nucleus is vacuolarised and the NAB's

corpuscle is strongly related with nucleolus.

In the homozygote line di si vg / di si vg, was recorded an intense metabolic

activity, represented through the presence of the starch grains in chloroplasts.

The all homozygote lines manifested a sensitivity at viral infection, as well as at

the fungal infection (di si vg/di si vg).
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The petals' ultrastructure has recorded different features in the homo- and

heterozygote lines for the ms-15, ps, a and ini genes. As a consequence of the

action of a gene, the anthocyans are practically absent in homozygote line, and

peroxisomes are absent from epidermic cells and small and very rarely in

parenchyma cells. Also, the chromoplast size and its granal organization are

weakly, in comparison with the heterozygote line. In the heterozygote line as a

consequence of a higher synthetic activity (the anthocyan synthesis activity of

peroxisomes and synthesis activity from chromoplasts), in nucleus is presented a

corpuscle of a NAB's type, near nucleolus.

The s/ gene presence in homozygote state, induce the absence of stamens.

The homozygote line di si vg / di si vg, manifested a reduced degree of fertility in

the case of artificial pollination with pollen from the heterozygote line. Responsible
for this effect are the alteration of the style structure. These alterations can be

consequence of the vg gene action or at other genes (strong linked, position effect,

transposable elements, a/o).
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EXPRESIA GENELOR ÎN DIFERITE ŢESUTURI LA

LYCOPERSICON ESCULENTUM

Rezumat: în lucrare este analizat efectul prezenţei diferitelor gene, în stare

homo- sau heterozigotă, asupra caracteristicilor ultrastructurale ale diferitelor

organe (frunze, petale şi stil), la genotipuri de Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.

Cercetările au evidenţiat efectul următoarelor gene asupra caracteristicilor

ultrastructurale ale organelor considerate: genele Tm-2 şi nv, linkate cu genele ah

şi pum, pentru caracteristicile frunzei; genele ms-15 şi ps, împreună cu genele a şi

ini, pentru caracteristicile structurale ale frunzei şi petalei; genele di, si şi vg

pentru caracteristicile structurale ale frunzei şi stilului.


